
Core Processing
All the cores were processed at the Limnological Re-
search Center. The archive halves were ‘deposited’ 
in the LACORE Repository and the working halves 
delivered to the schools, together with the datasets 
pertaining to the cores, which include density, veloc-
ity, non-contact resistivity, and magnetic susceptibil-
ity, as well as a high quality digital image.

Student, School and Community Response

For many of the students this was the �rst time they had ever been on a frozen lake (~50% of 
the schools were inner-city schools), which provided a challenge for both students and teach-
ers. While some of these students were clearly unhappy about being out in the cold, for many 
of them it provided a completely new challenge that they embraced.

Teachers welcomed the opportunity to involve their students in ‘real’ scienti�c research. 

Family and community members were commonly involved in the coring process. In the case 
of Coon Rapids Middle School. The local watershed management  agency heard about the 
project and collaborated with the school to examine the cores for their use in the environ-
mental planning process.

Core Interpretation
Student logging and sampling of the 
cores is currently underway. One of the 
greatest difficulties in this project is find-
ing time to spend with students and 
teachers in the classroom.  The lack of 
facilities for making smear slides and 
the lack of petrographic microscopes in 
schools requires that smear slides be 
made at the University, and visits made 
to the school with a petrographic micro-
scope. One possible alternative is the 
use of photomicrographs.

ALCOVE Blog
A blogsite was set up for the project at 
http://www.andrill-alcove.blogspot.com/ .  
The aim was to allow students  and 
teachers to post and therefore share 
their results. Limitations due to time, 
computer resources and access meant 
that the Blog did not become a hive of 
activity.

Student, School and Community Response
For many of the students this was the first 
time they had ever been on a frozen lake 
(~50% of the schools were inner-city 
schools), which provided a challenge for 
both students and teachers. While some of 
these students were clearly unhappy about 
being out in the cold, for many of them it 
provided a completely new challenge that 
they embraced.
Teachers welcomed the opportunity to in-
volve their students in ‘real’ scientific re-
search. 
Family and community members were com-
monly involved in the coring process. In the 
case of Coon Rapids Middle School. The 
local watershed management  agency 
heard about the project and collaborated 
with the school to examine the cores for 
their use in the environmental planning pro-
cess.
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Background
Two sediment cores (each >1100 m) have been retrieved by 
ANDRILL(ANtarctic geologic DRILLing, www.andrill.org) from 
the floor of McMurdo Sound beneath the Ross Ice Shelf in Ant-
arctica.  The Antarctic sediment cores provide evidence for the 
timing of development of the Antarctic ice sheets, and allow us 
to better understand how they have responded to and recorded 
climate change over the past 20 million years.  In order to capi-
talize on the excitement and adventure associated with this very 
topical research, the process of sediment coring, analysis, and 
interpretation was brought to life for middle and high school stu-
dents and their teachers through a hands-on, authentic science 
research project, ANDRILL Lake Coring Outreach VEnture 
(ALCOVE).  In the Upper Midwest, the surface waters of most 
lakes freeze during the winter. This surface effectively replicates 
the ice shelf, with lake-floor sediment replicating sedimentary 
horizons on the floor of McMurdo Sound. 

Selection of Schools and the Lakes

A total of ten Middle and High Schools and one Com-
munity College participated in this project. Participation 
was based on a first-come first-served basis after an-
nouncement was made at the annual Minnesota Earth 
Science Teacher Association meeting in early February.
Lakes to be cored were selected on a pragmatic rather 
than a scientific basis. They needed to be as close as 
possible to the school in question, and they needed to 
have public access. They also needed to have ad-
equate ice cover/thickness. 

Where is ‘our’ Lake?  How deep is it?

The Minnesota Department of Resources web site pro-
vides an excellent database on Minnesota Lakes 
(http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/lakefind/index.html) . Loca-
tion information and contour maps are available for more 
than 4,500 lakes. Students can draw a profile of the lake, 
locate regions of inflow and outflow, and identify shallow 
water, partially vegetated areas marginal to the lake. 

Andrill (Antarctic Geological DRILLing)
.

Two sediment cores (MIS and SMS) 
have been retrieved from the floor of 
McMurdo Sound. The drill rig and as-
sociated support facilities were trans-
ported across the sea ice to the drilling 
location in September. A hole was 
drilled in through the sea ice, the riser 
installed, and in October drilling and 
sediment core retrieval commenced. 
Preliminary processing of the cores 
took place on site; the cores were then 
transported to Crary Lab in McMurdo 
for core characterization.

Aerial view of drillsite courtesy of ANDRILL/NSF The drillsite courtesy of ANDRILL/NSF

The drilling setup (from ANDRILL)

Doing the Math
Students measured the distance between the ice surface and the sediment –water interface and calculated the 
length of drive rods; these calculations were completed on a portable white board and in field notebooks. 

Retrieving the Core   Students participated in all aspects of retrieving the sediment core

Using a power auger to drill the hole

Using the metric  ‘tin can special’ to measure
depth to sediment-water interface

Labeling the samples correctly 
using LRC protocol

The excitement & disappointment of
 hitting a thick lens of sand - and only 

being able to retrieve a short core

Setting up the piston and core barrel

Pushing down on the drive rods
Excitement - Look at what we got!

Slowly and carefully lifting the drive rods 
and core barrel back up

Using pipe-cutters to cut off excess 
core barrel and retrieve the piston

Cleaning up and pride 
in a job well done

The working halves of the cores currently reside 
at the schools.  Once teachers and students 
have conducted all the tests / observations they 
have the tools to complete in the schools, I plan 
to work with the new Center for Microscopic Im-
aging and Analysis at St. Cloud State University 
(http://www.stcloudstate.edu/cose/facilities/cmia/)
.
The College of Science and Engineering has re-
cently acquired a new Scanning Electron Micro-
scope with EDAX capabilities. We will use the 
SEM to image organic material identified in the 
core (e.g. diatoms), as well as to help in identifi-
cation of mineral grains. This will provide stu-
dents in the schools with an opportunity to work 
on an SEM, and it will also provide Pre-service 
teachers with a teaching and learning opportu-
nity as they supervise the students.

Plans for Using the Cores in Teaching  - Using the 
new St. Cloud Scanning Electron Microscope

Diatom (from Matt Julius)

The SEM in the CMIA Facil;ity
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ALCOVE Lake Coring

Rudimentary lake-coring equipment (piston, line, core-barrels, drive-rods) was rented from 
the Limnological Research Center (LRC) at the University of Minnesota so that student 
groups, under the guidance of an ANDRILL Science Educator, could retrieve lake sediment 
cores for analysis and interpretation in their classrooms.  Facilities at the LRC Lake Core Re-
pository (LacCore, http://lrc.geo.umn.edu/LacCore/laccore.html) were used to document 
and process the core, and act as a permanent repository for the archived cores.  ‘On-lake,’ the 
students were engaged in core-collection responsibilities including  (1) acquisition and re-
cording of latitude and longitude via GPS; (2) determination of lake depth at the selected lo-
cation, and (3) calculations associated with set-up of the core barrel, piston, and drive rods. 
Students also participated in physical assembly of the coring equipment.


